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TAPIECEOFMYMIND

The Line
HE LrNe STARTS FoRMTNG AT ABour 5:30 AM, AL-
though, in fact, it never really disappears. By the time
our bus pulls into the hospital compound at about 7:I0,

there are 7 5 to 100 people waiting. The "emergency triage"
area has three 40x15-foor renrs and is staffed by 7 doc-
tors, about 6 nurses, and a couple of midlevel providers. we
see 350 to 475 patients by 5:30 pM. The tide is unrelenting,
in numbers, in illness, in injury, and in heartbreak. Three
weeks after the earthquake, most of the patients now have
relatively minor health problems, although I Oo/o to I5o/ostill
present with untreated earthquake injuries, and some are
critically ill with infections. All of them have overwhelm-
ing social and emotional problems: dead husbands, wives,
children, or parents, or maybe all of the above. They live in
tents in parks and football fields. They have no money; there
is no money. There is no work. Food is fairly, but not con-
sistently, avatlable. The water situation is getting better. And
they come to us with "tingling skin," "headaches," ,,drzz:-
ness and weakness," and so many other vague or whole-

lody complaints. All of these symproms hav. b..tr presenr
for 3 weeks, all since the earthquake that crushed thlir city,
their family, and their lives. They have nowhere ro go and
want us to provide answers, to give them a place, to make
things better. But we don't have the resources or the an-
swers. And then there is The Line. The Line never ends. It
is an unrelenting surge of humanity whose stories are re-
petitive and so very achingly sad.

we work in the emergency triage area at adestroyed hos-
pital in Port-au-Prince. Triage ("to sort") is only needed when
the resources that are available are fewer than the needs. In
normal times in the emergency department, we triage ev-
eryone as he or she arrives because we cannot see them all
immediately. Patients are categorrzedby the severity of their
illness or injury, and the most acutety itt are rreated first.
we triage individuals, but all get the maximum amount of
care needed to resolve their health, and often social, issues.
In disasters, triage is different; we are taught to categorize
patients into 4 groups: Red: those who are crirically ill, but
with immediately treatable and survivable injuries- yellow:
those with serious injuries, but with no short-t.r* life risk.
Green: The "walking wounded," with minor injuries. And
Black: those who are alive, but with injuries too severe to
be expected to survive. Studies show thut in the aftermath
of almost any disaster, we "overtriage."l That is, we catego-

:t?" most people as red or yellolv, and a few green, but rur.ly
black. It is our human nature as much as ol.rr medical train-
ing that prevenrs us from walkin g away and letting some-
one die. we believe in hope, we want to rescue.

Here, we start with our routine severity triage and iden-
tify the most ill and bring them into the tent fiist, but once
inside, once the initial medical evaluation and stabilization
are complete, we triage the population, matching inad-
equate resources to outrageous need. we hope for some
greater good, but know thar, for these individual humans,
logic fails. It because of The Line. The Line is a force that
never stops its pressure. It is the pressure of the massive im-
balance of needs and resources. Our resources include ea-
ger and skilled expatriate medical professionals, most nec-
essary medications, and a little bit of equipmenr. But the needs
are buildings and clinics and operarirg rooms, local physi-
cians and nurses, electricity and houses and medicine for
daily use, psychiatrists, food and water, crutches, and a job,
and a place to mourn. The needs are endless, and only a small
portion are medical.

Emmanuel rs a 46-year-old woman with an untreated and
partially healed fractured femur that has caused her upper
leg to angle in an awkward v. she can'[ walk. she was urolgnt
in by a friend because the rest of her family is dead. She hut
been living/lying under a tarp in a park near her destroyed
house for 3 weeks with all of the other survivors from her
neighborhood. The x-ray film confirmed the obvious diag-
nosis of a shattered and poorly healed bone, so we tried io
find the necessary definitive the rapy: surgery to rebreak her
leg and pin it back in place. We tried the local orthopedist
and then the expatriate surgeons: American, Norwegian, and
Nepali. We then tried to transfer her to anorher facility, or
even to one of the hospital ships, ro no avail. Triage was her
enemy: each surgeon triaged her case, with intent or not,
and concluded that her needs could nor be reconciled with
their resources. So once again she was ours, but she had al-
ready received the full extent of our resources. The emer-
gency area was jammed and chaotic, the hospital was full;
there are no social services. The Line pt.ssei on. we dis-
charged her to lie under her tarp. Her friend carried her out.

This behavior is learned. When new medical staff arrive,
they first rry ro apply the standards of care that they are so
used to-the maximum benefit for each person. They want
to admit and treat and start central lines and pr.r.ribe an-
tihypertensives and treat tuberculosis. They come to the "old-
timers" (those who have been here more than a week or two)
looking for the answers, looking for away ro meet that stan-
dard of care. we have no answers. There are no answers.
The standards have to change in the face of the imbalance
of resources and needs. The standards get lower, must be
lower than anything these clinicians have ever imagined be-
fore. We worry about a slippery slope roward inhumane
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A PIECE OF MY MIND

medicine.
what happens to our moral responsibilities as physi-

cians when such unforgiving triage becomes part of the sran-
dard of care? What is the ethics of triage? What is the eth-
ics of population triage? Again, in normal times rhe duty of
the physician is to promore rhe well being of each patient
as an individual. We avoid bedside rarioning as inappro-
priate to the goals of medicine and the patient-physician re-
lationship. I could have admitted Emmanuel, squeezed just
one more cot into a dark and dirty hallway or courtyard in
this overflowing hospital. But what about all the orher in-
patients who rarely get seen by a physician? More ur-
gently, what about The Line? There are another hundred
Emmanuels waiting to see us today, and another 400 to-
morrow and each tomorrow after. How do I know what is
right? How do I chooseJean Dennis over Emmanuel? What
sort of calculus makes sense? Our moral framework seems

to have shifted with the ground in the earthquake. The our-
rageous imbalance between needs and resources demands
a utilitarian sensibility of "for the greater good" that is per-
fectly out of sync with our usual practice and our deepest
desires.

I know this won't last. This is a disaster and not routine
even for Haiti, whose health care system has been a shambles
for years. But today, right now, I must move on-there is
another Emmanuel waiting in The Line.

Thomas D. Kirsch, MD, MPH
Margaret R. Moon, MD, MPH
Baltimore, Maryland
tkirschl @jhmi.edu
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